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Tariq Ramadan is very much a public figure, named one of Time magazine's most important

innovators of the 21st century. He is among the leading Islamic thinkers in the West, with a large

following around the world. But he has also been a lightning rod for controversy. Indeed, in 2004,

Ramadan was prevented from entering the U.S. by the Bush administration and despite two

appeals, supported by organizations like the American Academy of Religion and the ACLU, he was

barred from the country until spring of 2010, when Secretary of State Hillary Clinton finally lifted the

ban. In What I Believe, Ramadan attempts to set the record straight, laying out the basic ideas he

stands for in clear and accessible prose. He describes the book as a work of clarification, directed at

ordinary citizens, politicians, journalists, and others who are curious (or skeptical) about his

positions. Aware that that he is dealing with emotional issues, Ramadan tries to get past the barriers

of prejudice and misunderstanding to speak directly, from the heart, to his Muslim and non-Muslim

readers alike. In particular, he calls on Western Muslims to escape the mental, social, cultural, and

religious ghettos they have created for themselves and become full partners in the democratic

societies in which they live. At the same time, he calls for the rest of us to recognize our Muslim

neighbors as citizens with rights and responsibilities the same as ours. His vision is of a future in

which a shared and confident pluralism becomes a reality at last.
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Tariq, Tariq, where do I start my dear brother. You are a brillant passionate man. You deserve the



world of respect. Your lineage provides you a great position to write about Islam and you also have

earned that on your own. Apparently, you wrote this book because people accused you of double

speak. I actually think after reading this book I can see some validity to that claim. But I do not think

that is all your fault or your doing. It become obvious when reading the book you are caught

somewhere between being a very devout believer and the Western world. Perhaps your statement

on homosexuality best display that bind. It is pure double speak. Islam must accomdate but you

personally will not. Brother Tariq what does that mean? It is time we just state that we are in a

Takfiric age because people are confused by this double speak. Your grandfather knew

this.Blessing on the work you are doing in explaining Islam and presenting a modern view. Salam

You want to follow the story told on the Media or you want to know the Truth? if you want the truth,

read what Tariq Ramadan says he believes.

Tariq ramadan always amazes me with his deep intellectual capabilities. His way of approaching the

issue of Muslims in the west can be a starting point or a corner stone for a better diversified west.

My second book will be Radical Refrom.

Only worth reading if you know nothing about Islam and the Middle East. Very basic.

Good book to read. Thank you

Ramadan is one of the most important Muslim thinkers in Europe. Hi has very good style and hi

teach about the rich Muslim culture, without them Europe is possible to think.

That is great book. Thanks for professor Ramadan

love it
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